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THE CONSORTIUM

1.1. CONSORTIUM

The Metropolitan Transport Authority (ATM) is the inter-
administrative consortium that coordinates the metropolitan 
public transport system in the Barcelona area.

All public authorities that own public collective transport services 
can join, either individually or through entities that group them 
together and represent them.

The government agencies that form the consor-
tium in 2021 are:

1.2. FUNCTIONS

The functions are defined in the 
articles of association of the Metropolitan Transport Authority, 

in the DOGC (Official Gazette of the Parliament of Catalonia) no. 
7403 (3 July 2017).

1.3. GOVERNMENT BODIES

The different government bodies and agencies related to public 
collective transport are represented in the management and 

advisory government authorities of the ATM.

1.4. BUDGET

Budget of the Consortium of the 
Metropolitan Transport Authority in 2021

1

1 Board of Directors

2 Executive Committee

3 ATM Mobility Council

+€1,582,310,982.10
Extension of 2020Approval of the amendment of Article 2 of the ATM bylaws due 

to the change of registered office to calle Balmes, número 49, 
sexta planta, Barcelona.

https://www.amtu.cat
https://www.barcelona.cat/ca/
https://www.amb.cat/s/home.html
https://web.gencat.cat/ca/inici
https://www.atm.cat/documents/20121/67071/Estatuts+2022+CAT_V2.pdf/fe7abba5-9574-d699-35bc-3ade49adc678?t=1667813878432
https://www.atm.cat/ca/atm/organs-de-govern
https://www.atm.cat/ca/atm/organs-de-govern
https://www.atm.cat/ca/atm/organs-de-govern
https://www.atm.cat/ca/atm/transparencia/organitzacio/economia-i-finances 
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1.5. FUNDING

One of the ATM’s main functions is to act as the financial backbone 
of the entire metropolitan public transport system.

The ATM’s funding structure is as follows:

1.6. T-MOBILITAT

Year-end 2021

T-mobilitat Video

The T-mobilitat project started implementation with two test 
phases (June and October 2021) and made the web channel and 
mobile application available to citizens. In December 2021, the 
new contactless validation system will begin to commercialise 
the T-usual and T-jove for 1 zone with the usual conditions and 
prices in the 36 municipalities within the AMB.

https://www.atm.cat/documents/20121/67892/Tancament+any+2021.pdf/8fd5e834-6978-abd1-a3cd-9ead7be33849?t=1665642996668
https://vimeo.com/680427114 
https://vimeo.com/680427114 
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MOBILITY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 2
2.1. pdI 2021-2030

In December 2021, the government approved the Infrastructure 
Master Plan (pdI) for collective public transport in the area of the 
Integrated Metropolitan Mobility System of Barcelona (SIMMB) 
for the period 2021-2030. The 2021-2030 pdI revolves around 
three main objectives for mobility: to decarbonise, digitalise 
and decongest; under three key axes: gender perspective, 
environment and health.

2.2. pdM 2020-2025

The Mobility Master Plan (pdM) 2020-2025 is the instrument for 
planning the mobility of the Integrated Metropolitan Mobility 
System of Barcelona (SIMMB), taking into account all the means 
of transport that form part of it, both for people and goods.

The Plan aims to make travel as sustainable, efficient and adapted 
to citizens’ needs as possible (in accordance with the principles 
and objectives set out in articles 2 and 3 of Act 9/2003, of 13 June, 
on mobility), as well carry out the developments in the territory 
determined by the national mobility guidelines (article 7.1 of the 
Act 9/2003).

All of this is in coherence with and subordinated to the territorial 
planning guidelines that affect it, as well as to the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).

pdM 2020-2025

https://www.atm.cat/documents/20121/103247/pdI+2021-2030+Memoria+Te%CC%80cnica.pdf/b8fa6611-446d-7741-fd50-1241d0498fd0?t=1642584113630
https://www.atm.cat/ca/mobilitat/pla-director-d-infraestructures/documents-del-pdm/el-pdm-2020-2025
https://vimeo.com/470156267
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2.3. DUM (Urban Distribution of Goods)

The tool for the management and planning of Urban Distribution 
of Goods (DUM in Catalan and Spanish) has been created.
This platform is an instrument of consultation and guidance for 
all the stakeholders involved in the DUM with the aim of finding 
measures to minimise the externalities of this process.

On the other hand, the coordination of the Logistics Sector 
Roundtable (MSL in Catalan and Spanish), formally established 
within the previous Mobility Master Plan (pdM) 2013-2018, 
continues to be promoted as a stable dialogue and work 
framework for the development of the set of measures of the 
logistics axis of the pdM.

Tool for the management and planning of DUM

2.4. ‘MOU-TE’ APPLICATION

Improvements in the mobility route search application, 
‘Mou-te’ created by the Department of Territory 

and Sustainability and managed by the ATM

In January 2021, the web application will incorporate several 
improvements and new utilities to provide users with better 
service. With the new updates, the tool integrates new layers with 
information on bike lanes, intercity and metropolitan transport 
and even the different park-and-ride lots, including real-time 
occupancy data. In this way, users will be able to weigh these 
options when planning their route.

‘Mou-te’ application

https://www.atm.cat/ca/eina-per-la-gestio-i-planificacio-de-la-dum
https://mou-te.gencat.cat/
https://mou-te.gencat.cat/
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2.5. TRANSPORT NETWORK

A connected streetcar

In February 2021, the Barcelona City Council and the ATM signed 
the partnership agreement between the two administrations for 
the execution of the construction and subsequent operation of 
the unified tramway network.

On 24 December 2021, BIMSA gave the green light to execute 
the first 4 batches of projects in phase 1 to lay the tracks between 
Glòries and Carrer de Girona starting in 2022.

Streetcar 1

Streetcar 2

Streetcar 3

Streetcar 4

Plaça de les Glòries
(Canopy - interchanger)

Diagonal (Lepant - Cartagena)

Diagonal (Nàpols - Lepant)

Diagonal (Girona - Nàpols)

Web space ‘A connected streetcar’

https://www.atm.cat/ca/un-tramvia-conectat
https://www.atm.cat/ca/un-tramvia-conectat
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INTEGRATED FARE SYSTEM3
3.1. INTEGRATED FARE SYSTEM SCOPE

The integrated fare system (STI in Catalan and Spanish) 
encompasses a total of 296 municipalities and is divided into six 
fare zones and different fare sectors.

This system allows a single fare option to be used to travel from 
one point to another, using the number of zones of the fare 
option purchased.

Map of concentric zones

3.2. TRAVEL CARDS AND FARES

ATM has chosen not to change prices, thus helping to address 
the negative impact of the pandemic on many individuals and 
families.

Fare brochure

COMMUTES BETWEEN THE 36 MUNICIPALITIES 
IN THE METROPOLIS WITH TITLES FROM 1 ZONE

METROPOLITAN RATE

https://www.atm.cat/ca/sistema-tarifari-integrat/sistema-de-transport/mapa-de-la-zonificacio
https://www.atm.cat/ca/sistema-tarifari-integrat/sistema-de-transport/mapa-de-la-zonificacio
https://www.atm.cat/documents/20121/133122/tarifes2021.pdf/3c414903-a759-44a5-483d-b8517ddbce4e?t=1632383223611
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Presentation of the Mobility 
Observatory of Catalonia

Plan against sexual harassment in 
public transport

4.2. 2021 ATM CONFERENCE

Webinar discussion of EMEF 
2020 results and preliminary 
EMEF 2021 results

The International Mobility Congress 2021

4.1. COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS

COMMUNICATION4

Un servei essencial,
un gest essencial

Davant una onada de calor: 
aigua, ventall i gorra

Al futur s’hi arriba amb 
transport públic

Transportem el Nadal

Un viatge segur

Nosaltres i tu fem un
viatge segur

Al transport públic, Sst!

COVID CAMPAIGNS

OTHER CAMPAIGNS

Environmental Perspective 
of the pdI 2021-2030

Planning urban distribution of
goods in municipalities

https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/l-agenda-de-la-digitalitzacio-de-la-mobilitat-de-catalunya-2020-2030?p_l_back_url=%2Fca%2Fcomunicacio%2Fjornades-i-seminaris%2Fparticipacio
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/observatori-de-la-mobilitat-de-catalunya?p_l_back_url=%2Fca%2Fcomunicacio%2Fjornades-i-seminaris%2Fparticipacio
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/26-oct.-2021-emef-2020 
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/un-servei-essencial-un-gest-essencial-1?p_l_back_url=%2Fca%2Fcomunicacio%2Fcampanyes%3Fdelta%3D10%26start%3D1
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/davant-una-onada-de-calor-aigua-ventall-i-gorra?p_l_back_url=%2Fca%2Fcomunicacio%2Fcampanyes%3Fdelta%3D10%26start%3D1
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/al-futur-s-hi-arriba-amb-transport-public?p_l_back_url=%2Fca%2Fcomunicacio%2Fcampanyes%3Fdelta%3D10%26start%3D1
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/un-servei-essencial-un-gest-essencial?p_l_back_url=%2Fca%2Fcomunicacio%2Fcampanyes%3Fdelta%3D10%26start%3D1
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/un-viatge-segur-1?p_l_back_url=%2Fcomunicacio%2Fcampanyes
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/nosaltres-i-tu-fem-un-viatge-segur?p_l_back_url=%2Fcomunicacio%2Fcampanyes
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/sensibilitzacio-comerc-electronic?p_l_back_url=%2Fcomunicacio%2Fcampanyes
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/la-planificacio-de-la-distribucio-urbana-de-mercaderies-als-municip-1?p_l_back_url=%2Fca%2Fcomunicacio%2Fjornades-i-seminaris%2Fparticipacio
https://www.atm.cat/ca/w/pla-contra-l-assetjament-sexual-en-el-transport-public?p_l_back_url=%2Fca%2Fcomunicacio%2Fjornades-i-seminaris%2Fparticipacio
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AUDIT5

Consult the 2021 audit

5.1. AUDIT REPORT

6.1. TRANSMET FIGURES 2021

Distribution of travel by operators

OBSERVATORY6

TransMet figures

The Mobility Observatory of Catalonia (OMC) was presented at 
the International Mobility Congress (IMC) 2021 held in Sitges on 
21 and 22 September. The OMC is a renovated digital platform 
that seeks to integrate all the information related to mobility in 
Catalonia into a single reference website.

The platform was created thanks to the institutional partnership 
between the Autoritat del Transport Metropolità and the 
Generalitat de Catalunya and is based on data collected 
and published by numerous public agents and organisations 
throughout Catalonia. In this way, the OMC is expected to allow 
users to cross-reference and relate a host of data from different 
indicators and sources.

720.8
27.5% increase compared to the previous year

million
travellers

Mobility Observatory
of Catalonia

https://www.atm.cat/documents/20121/127912/Auditoria+ATM+Exercici+2021_compressed.pdf/193c58da-ba8c-35d0-179a-32bdebc5f2c5?t=1650977637649
https://www.atm.cat/documents/20121/64948/Document_ATM_2021_REV.pdf/287a3119-e392-a507-0b82-adb844596789?t=1651562536877
https://www.omc.cat
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6.2. EMEF 2021

The Working Day Mobility Survey (EMEF in Catalan and Spanish) 
is an annual statistic promoted by the Metropolitan Transport 
Authority (ATM), Barcelona City Council, Barcelona Metropolitan 
Area (AMB) and the Association of Municipalities for Mobility 
and Urban Transport (AMTU in Catalan and Spanish).

6.3. MONITORING THE DEMAND

Monthly monitoring of public transport demand detailed by 
means of transport and type of service. Evolution of monthly de-
mand compared to the same month of the previous year, and 
accumulated for the current year.

Monitoring the demand

https://www.atm.cat/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=06605f5a-9b19-bc27-6653-dc17622b33d0&groupId=20121
https://omc.cat/ca/w/seguiment-de-la-demanda-1
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Public transport services are funded through ticket sales and 
subsidies from government agencies. The system's revenue and 
expense data is reported.

6.4. FUNDING OF THE SYSTEM

Funding of the system

https://www.atm.cat/documents/20121/67892/Tancament+any+2021.pdf/8fd5e834-6978-abd1-a3cd-9ead7be33849?t=1665642996668

